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Chamber's Note
Where are we headed?
In a Webinar last week covering post-Covid 19 business opportunities, it emerged
that while the national economic situation is currently dire, there is real possibility
that South Africa can use this exogenous economic shock of a pandemic to
address its endogenous problems such as government corruption, unemployment
and inequality.
It is widely agreed that the South African economy will take at least two years to
recover from the shock it has endured and that even within this best-case
scenario, many people, households and businesses will feel a sustained pinch from
its effects. Many analysts are rightfully concerned about a myriad of problems into
which our society might further sink: such as ever higher unemployment rates or
an economic debt trap.
It is hardly debated that any hope of a revival in the country’s economic prospects
will require real action to fight government corruption which has proved
appallingly rife in a time of national crisis. The hope is that national pressure on
public institutions mounts with the increasing dissatisfaction of South African
citizens.
Furthermore, central to the possibility that a brighter day may emerge, is the
notion of creative destruction. It is possible that old businesses that close down
will open up a space for new, more modern businesses to fill; a space that would
not have opened if not for the exogenous shock.
The Italian Chamber sees real opportunities in the fields of Renewable Energy, ICT
and Agriculture. Emergence from this current crisis into a South Africa of wider
inclusivity will need innovation, integrity and sustained resolve if it is to be
anything more than a pipe dream. The Italian Chamber and its broader business
community can however say that we are up for the challenge.
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ITALIAN BILATERAL SCIENTIFIC
COOPERATION AWARD 2020
The Italian Embassy in South Africa is looking for scientists who have made made
remarkable contributions to the advancement of science and technology, improving
Italy’s S&T relations with foreign countries and with International organizations.

Do you know somebody to nominate?
More info visit: www.italcham.co.za

Welcoming our New Member

MTHUZIMELE QUALITY SERVICES Offers Integrated Service along a Life Cycle of
Facilities. We carry out technical studies and conformity assessment of
equipment/facilities to regulatory or client specification from feasibility assessment
phase to decommissioning.
Product Conformity to the client’s specs through visual inspections, witness of tests
and documentation review.
Make sure the vendors’ meet the client’s schedules
.Save Costs – Manufacturers are far from the client’s offices, meaning cost of
surveillance may be considerably pricey for them to carry out the assessment
themselves.
Communication and cultural matters can complicate communication; with our
global reach we are able to act on behalf of our client swiftly through partnership
with established companies.
Supplier Risk Management – evaluate certification against International standards
and if it has the capacity to meet tighter deadlines, with quality and timely delivery
of products being critical.
We offer our services in Southern Africa and beyond our borders in African countries,
Europe, in the Great China Region including Mainland China, Hong Kong, Macao, in
Asia (Korea, Japan, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, Vietnam), Australia and Middle East
(Iran, Turkey).
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